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Good Fishing To You - Part 8
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Stardate 11403.21

USS Pandora - Good Fishing To You - Part 8

The crew of the USS Pandora is attempting to rescue survivors from an ancient vessel that is on a collision course with New Frontier station.

The away team has discovered two humanoids in protective suits in an inner chamber close to the airlock.

The shuttle Sagan, that delivered the away team is docked waiting on the arrival of the shuttle Baldwin.

=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=Resume Mission =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=

CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@:: scanning the interior of the vessel::
CO_Capt_Adams:
::gets into the pilot's seat of the Dwight Baldwin:: CMO: Doctor, you ready to depart?
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@:: still waiting in the shuttle Sagan for the rest of the team to return ::
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@::Continuing to try and get a good reading of these beings to make the doctor's job easier.:: *CMO*: Not sure if I'm reading this right Doctor Santiago, but forwarding what the Tricorder is showing me.
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
CO: ready when you are. ::Slides into the adjacent seat as Tilly gets into a rear seat:: Still don't want you here though.
SC_Capt_Marek:
@::follows the rest of the team, one hand holding a tricorder, one hand near to the phaser holster... bad CTO habits die hard::
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
*CTO*: I'm getting it.
OPS_Lt_Xetani:
:: enters the turbolift :: Computer: Bridge.
OPS_Lt_Xetani:
:: arrives on the Bridge, steps out and looks around ::
CO_Capt_Adams:
*OPS*: Shuttle Dwight Baldwin pre-flighting and awaiting departure permission
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@ *FCO*: Lt Jinx, Please advise before you wish to undock so we can close the inner airlock door. I find breathing vacuum to be an unpleasant experience.
CO_Capt_Adams:
CMO: Noted....
OPS_H’Lo:
*CO*: You are clear for departure Captain.
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@*CO*: Let me know once you've returned to the airlock.
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
CO: I'm not liking these readings. :: frowns ::
CO_Capt_Adams:
:: pre-flights the shuttle and notes the crew did a fine job before he got in ::
CO_Capt_Adams:
CMO: Here we go Doctor.
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@XO: Commander, I'm still not seeing where that third life sign went. Even if the third one died, we should see a body.
CO_Capt_Adams:
:: advances the throttle to move the shuttle out into space ::
CO_Capt_Adams:
*FCO*: Advise when you are clear Lieutenant.
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@ All: I recommend we close the airlock and let the shuttle depart.
CO_Capt_Adams:
#*XO*: Advise when you and your team are safely inside so we can switch shuttles.
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@*CO*: Will advise when clear Captain.
OPS_Lt_Xetani:
:: heads to her station :: H'Lo: You are relieved Mister H'Lo.
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@ ::nods:: XO: I agree with Lt Trix....I have yet to detect another body or life-form reading
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@CTO: Better than doing it in the opposite order, Sir.
OPS_H’Lo:
OPS: Aye Sir. :: smiles and leaves the Bridge ::
TO_T’rget:
OPS: Welcome back Lieutenant.
OPS_Lt_Xetani:
TO: Thank you Ensign.
OPS_Lt_Xetani:
:: turns to her console ::
CO_Capt_Adams:
#:: advances the throttle to make the quick move over to the alien vessel ::
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@*CTO*: Status Lieutenant?
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
:: Absorbed in the readings from Trix ::
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@:: notices everyone is clear of inner airlock and pushes button ::

ACTION: THE INNER AIRLOCK DOOR CLOSES.


CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@All: Once the Doctor takes over, I suggest we set up a search pattern. A few in each direction, would suggest we pair up in case we run into unexpected perils. Given condition of this ship, unexpected is expected I think.
SC_Capt_Marek:
@:: does a scan on the area, nothing significant appears on sensor reading so far ::
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@*FCO*: Airlock closed. Have a safe trip.
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@*CO*: Captain, we have secured the airlock. Sagan moving off now.
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@*CTO*: Acknowledged.
CO_Capt_Adams:
#*FCO*: Acknowledged, Dwight Baldwin moving in. :: prepares docking maneuver ::
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@:: secures the shuttle hatch and moves off of the left and maintains a stationary position ::
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
#:: Gets up and moves to the back of the shuttle making sure everything is in place :: Self: Cool set up.
CO_Capt_Adams:
#:: watches as the Sagan moves off and prepares to move in ::
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@:: While still running Tricorder wand over the patients, uses other hand to access PADD to see if the Computer can predict the effectiveness of Hyronoline with these being's cellular makeup. ::
SC_Capt_Marek:
@CSO: What is their condition?
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@:: adjusts the thruster controls again to station keeping ::
CO_Capt_Adams:
#:: moves into the docking position with the alien vessel :: *XO*: Commander, as soon as the dock is secure, we'll be ready to take your survivors aboard here.
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@SC: Best guess, not good. Honestly, have never seen a truly "new" DNA makeup like this. Trix's last dealt with mostly Federation members; this is out of my AOE. If I had to guess, I think Hyronoline might help but will leave that decision to Doctor Santiago.
SC_Capt_Marek:
@CSO: That would be logical, Lieutenant.
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
#CO: You know Capt... It is a miracle that they are alive. These people should be dead. ::Chuckles:: Maybe they are Zombies.
CO_Capt_Adams:
#:: there is a gentle bump as the shuttle docks ::
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@:: watches out the window at the other shuttle docking ::
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@SC: They're also a bit older than Arkata dealt with, but that's a minor thing.

ACTION: AS THE SHUTTLE DOCKS, NOISES OF METAL BENDING BEGIN TO BE HEARD THROUGHOUT THE ALIEN VESSEL.

ACTION: THE CTO'S TRICORDER BEGINS TO SOUND AN ALARM.

CO_Capt_Adams:
#:: something must be wrong with the XO's comm :: *CTO*: Lieutenant D'Ghor - check the XO's comm, and let us know when you're ready to move the aliens to the shuttle
SC_Capt_Marek:
@CSO: Would you say their condition was entirely produced by exposure to radiation or.... :: doesn't get to finish the sentences as he hears the loud metal sound::
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@:: blinks :: All: I am reading metal fatigue intensifying drastically throughout the alien vessel. This vessel is deteriorating at an alarming rate.
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@SC: Maybe, but they seem to have less glucose and hydration than most species Federation Science knows.
SC_Capt_Marek:
@All: we better hurry...
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@All: I recommend we evacuate immediately this vessel.
OPS_Lt_Xetani:
:: looks at her console and notices the same strange readings as before ::
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@All: I'd say they are ready to move, but I'd also say that's a call better left to the Medical Professionals and not a graviton specialist.

ACTION: THE SOUND OF METAL TEARING BEGINS TO BE HEARD AROUND THE VESSEL.

CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@Self: Blast it all...
SC_Capt_Marek:
@:: opens his tricorder again :: All: I concur with the CTO's suggestion... we don't have much time
OPS_Lt_Xetani:
*CO*: Sir, I am getting some strange readings here.
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@ XO: Commander we must evacuate now.
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@ :: opens the airlock ::
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@Self: Blast it all...*CMO*: Doc, I'd prefer to wait for you to arrive and see for yourself, but we might need to move these survivors fast. Can you tell from scans if it's safe to move them? Compared to possible EVA?
CO_Capt_Adams:
#:: opens shuttle door to allow Away Team to move two aliens in ::
XO_Cmd_Gaeb:
@CTO: OK let's go
SC_Capt_Marek:
@:: helps the rest of team to move the survivor aliens into the shuttle ::
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
#*CSO*: I concur Trix. Move them over.
OPS_Lt_Xetani:
*CO*: Sir, that ship appears to be losing structural integrity.
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@ ::picks up the largest alien and carries him/her to the shuttle::

ACTION: THE SOUND OF TEARING AND ATMOSPHERIC VENTING CONTINUES TO BE HEARD.

CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@:: Assists the CTO. :: CTO: Hope this doesn't mess things up for them. And hope this vessel stays somewhat intact.
SC_Capt_Marek:
@All: let's move!
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@All: Double check your EVA equipment, just in case.
CO_Capt_Adams:
#AT: Okay team, once the aliens are on board, we need you off the Baldwin, so we can go and so the Sagan can pick up before all hell breaks loose here.
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@ All: As the CMO does not wish us to board the shuttle, I recommend we depart EVA, and have the Sagan transport us aboard as we leave the airlock.
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
# :: deposits the first alien in the shuttle ::
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
#:: waits for her patients arrive. :: Tilly: Lets be r...::D'Ghor deposits the first alien:: Tilly: Let’s get at 'em
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
#CTO: Acknowledged. :: Sets down her end of the alien and then double checks the EVA controls. ::
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
#::Runs her tricorder over him:: CO/Tilly: The alien is unconscious, radiation poisoning....malnutrition...
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@:: wonders what is happening out there ::
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@ ::runs in the vessel and picks up the smaller alien::
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
#CO/Tilly: Ok we got, dark skinned humanoids, both female...possibly mother and daughter by the difference in age and similar features but I won't know until I do a DNA test.
OPS_Lt_Xetani:
*CO*: Captain, my readings indicate that that ship is falling apart. You have to get out of there!
SC_Capt_Marek:
@CTO: Grab the alien legs! I will help you carrying him
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
# ::travels fast and deposits the second alien in the shuttle::

ACTION: ATMOSPHERIC VENTING INCREASES NEAR THE AWAY TEAM LOCATION AND THE SOUNDS OF METAL CRUMBLING TO PIECES SEEMS TO BE GETTING CLOSER.

FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@*XO*: Commander, are you ready for me to pick up the away team?
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@*FCO*: Lieutenant, permission to link my PADD into shuttle Tractor controls? See if there's a micro meteorite's chance in a gas giant of saving this crate?
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
#Tilly: Initiate radiation protocol. I need deeper scans.
CO_Capt_Adams:
#:: closes the shuttle doors as soon as the AT crew is off the shuttle ::
CO_Capt_Adams:
#:: moves the shuttle off the docking position so the Sagan can pull back in ::
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@*CSO*: Go ahead Lieutenant, I have you.
XO_Cmd_Gaeb:
@*FCO*: Right now would be good
MO_Tilly:
#CMO: Aye Nita. :: grabs a hypo from the nearest tray and inoculates them both. ::
CO_Capt_Adams:
#*FCO*: Lieutenant, as soon as I'm clear, get in there and pull the AT out.
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@:: moves the Sagan towards the docking port :: *CO*: On my way Captain.
SC_Capt_Marek:
@All: We better be ready to jump into the shuttle as soon as the doors open... We do not have much time...
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@:: Grabs PADD and tries to see if this ship can be saved. :: *XO*: Going to see if I can get shuttle tractor beams to hold this crate together. Not sure if we have the time to make it happen but I can try.
CO_Capt_Adams:
#:: moves the shuttle to a neutral position between the Pandora and the alien ship ::
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@:: watches the other shuttle move off and slowly moves into position again ::
CO_Capt_Adams:
#*OPS*: Pandora, heard your comm but was a bit preoccupied.... only have two hands and two feet ya know....
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@ CSO: According to my scans, this entire vessel is simply falling to pieces, as if something was keeping it together suddenly stopped and now all Gre'thor is broken loose.
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
#:: working furiously to save her patients ::
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@:: locks onto the alien ship :: *XO*: In position Commander, air lock ready. Go ahead and open your side.
XO_Cmd_Gaeb:
@CTO/CSO: Get ready to move
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@CTO: Agreed. If I had to guess, it was our entry. Cutting in, had to disrupt its integrity.
OPS_Lt_Xetani:
*CO*: Understood Captain. I am also getting an on again off again life sign reading.
CO_Capt_Adams:
#CMO: What's the word Doctor? Anything to report yet?
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@ XO: Ready to move anytime Sir.
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
#CO: Selective hearing Capt....? They are getting better but they are not out of danger.
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@Self: Need more time, blast it all. An hour, maybe less, but this crate won't last more than a few minutes.
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@:: opens airlock ::
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@:: opens the shuttle door :: *All*: Ok, everybody take a seat and hurry.
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@CTO: What if we let the atmosphere out? Relieve the stress? No, might make more. :: Moves inside. :: Guess we don't get a chance to explore it.
SC_Capt_Marek:
@:: follows the rest of the team into the shuttle ::
CO_Capt_Adams:
#CMO: Only have two ears too. But, maybe you could attach another after all this is done?
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@ All: All secure?
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
@ :: enters shuttle last and closes shuttle door :: FCO: Secure proceed.
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
#CO: I can make that happen Sir.
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@FCO: Aye, secure if not thrilled.
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@:: closes the shuttle door :: All: Preparing for departure. :: taps the controls ::
CO_Capt_Adams:
#:: smirks at the Doctor and returns attentions to the controls ::
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@CTO: Once we're a few meters away I'd suggest we extend shields to protect us from any debris. Might be forced out by escaping atmosphere.
SC_Capt_Marek:
@All: that was a close call... too bad we couldn't find out more of this ... antique vessel, before it began to falling apart...
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
#Tilly: Ok, Let’s get some deep tissue scans. We will see how far this radiation has penetrated.
CO_Capt_Adams:
#Self: Reminder to self - look up the profile report on Dr. Santiago - specifically, why back into space after 5 years.
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@*OPS*: Pandora, this is the shuttle Sagan requesting permission to land in shuttle bay, ETA eight seconds.
MO_Tilly:
#CMO: Ok. :: Activates the body scanner ::
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
@*Friktak*: I want full scans of the vessel as it breaks up, including intense graviton fields.
OPS_Lt_Xetani:
*FCO*: Shuttle bay doors open, you are clear.
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@*OPS*: Thank you Pandora. Stand by.
OPS_Lt_Xetani:
*FCO*: Standing by.
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
@:: slips the shuttle into the shuttle bay smoothly :: All: We're home.

ACTION: THE ALIEN VESSEL CONTINUES ON ITS WAY AT 1/3 THE SPEED OF LIGHT; HOWEVER LARGE PIECES BEGAN TO DETACH ONE AFTER THE OTHER, THE AGE OF THE VESSEL NOW SHOWING. WITH BRITTLE METAL MEETING THE COLD OF SPACE, THE VESSEL CONTINUES TO CRUMBLE INTO PIECES.

FCO_Lt_Jinx:
:: opens the shuttle door :: All: Shuttle secure. You may disembark.
TO_T’rget:
OPS: The vessel is crumbling to pieces. That is one scary sight.
CO_Capt_Adams:
#:: watches in disbelief, knowing that they may never know much more about this huge vessel ::
OPS_Lt_Xetani:
TO: Yes, it is.
SC_Capt_Marek:
FCO: Nice flying, Lieutenant
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
SC: Ship's remains are still a danger, would suggest getting a ship or squad of shuttles to push the debris into a safer path.
FCO_Lt_Jinx:
:: smiles :: SC: Just my job Sir.
CO_Capt_Adams:
#CMO: Just let me know when we can head back into the Shuttlebay, okay?
SC_Capt_Marek:
CSO: That would be a safe course of action. Now we have a million of projectiles instead of one big one...
OPS_Lt_Xetani:
:: senses something and looks around ::
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
#CO: You can head back now. My force-fields should suffice.
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
SC: Wide spread tractor beam would force most of whatever it hits onto a new course. Could plot it so we could minimize the number of passes needed.

CO_Capt_Adams:
#:: begins to move the shuttle back towards the Pandora's Shuttlebay :: *OPS*: Pandora, Shuttle Dwight Baldwin heading back in, please provide docking clearance.
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
CSO: I do not know if exploring would be an option, however we have time to decide what to do with the debris.
OPS_Lt_Xetani:
*CO*: Shuttle bay doors are open Sir, you are cleared.
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
CTO: No, not likely getting back aboard. Maybe a probe to do an interior look about, but doubt we could satisfy Starfleet safety concerns about heading back.
CTO_Lt_D`Ghor:
:: nods ::
CO_Capt_Adams:
#:: makes way back into the Shuttlebay, lands and secures the shuttle :: 
:: Says to self;  - Honey, We're home.... ::
SC_Capt_Marek:
CSO: Begin calculating what you will need. As soon as Captain Adams approves it, as I am sure he will do, begin working on it.
CMO_LCmdr_Santiago:
#::As the shuttle lands:: Computer: Four to beam to Sickbay.

ACTION: THE CMO, MO AND ALIENS ARE BEAMED TO SICKBAY.

FCO_Lt_Jinx:
:: secures the shuttle as the maintenance crew arrives ::
OPS_Lt_Xetani:
*CO*: We have you Sir. Securing Shuttlebay doors.
CSO_LtJG_Trix:
SC: Yes Captain. Will include a few ideas to see if we can find a computer core.

=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= Pause Mission =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
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